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Intro:  [A] [E7] [A]      [A] [E7] [A]       
 
In a [A] little church on the [D] village green, I [E7] vowed my life a [A] way. 
Followed by a little [D] gathering for [E7] those who wished to [A] stay. 
Everyone who came brought us [D] something good,  
     to [E7] fill our happy [A] home 
But a certain something [D] caught my eye, it [E7] stood out on its [A] own,  
On its [Edim] own……[B7] [B7] [E7] 
 
Chorus: 
[A] Aunty Alice brought us this, [D] Aunty Alice brought us [A] this 
Not too late, not too soon, [B7] press it in the middle it’ll [E7] play a tune. 
[A] Aunty Alice brought us this, [D] Aunty Alice brought [E7] this 
We got a [A] clock from Uncle [G] Wilber [Edim] force, 
But [B7] Aunty Alice [E7] brought us [A] this [E7] [A]      [A] [E7] [A]       
 
When the [A] Vicar stood up [D] for his speech, there was [E7] not one eye on [A] him. 
Everybody waiting [D] anxiously for [E7] Aunty to come [A] in. 
And my pretty wife, who was [D] full of strife, she [E7] said it wasn’t [A] fair 
That our [A] wedding day was a [D] runner up to [E7] that thing over [A] there,  
Over [Edim] there……[B7] [B7] [E7] 
 
Chorus: 
[A] Aunty Alice brought us this, [D] Aunty Alice brought us [A] this 
Not too late, not too soon, [B7] press it in the middle it’ll [E7] play a tune. 
[A] Aunty Alice brought us this, [D] Aunty Alice brought [E7] this 
We got a [A] clock from Uncle [G] Wilber [Edim] force, 
But [B7] Aunty Alice [E7] brought us  [A] this [E7] [A]      [A] [E7] [A]       
 
Instrumental: [E7]   [E7]     [A]    [A]    [E7]   [E7]      [D]   [A]    [E7]   +kazoo 
 
When we [A] left the town on our [D] honeymoon, to an [E7] island far a [A] way 
Every [A] thing was good, and I [D] felt we could, have [E7] stayed and stayed   
     and [A] stayed 
Walking [A] in the sand, swimming [D] in the sea, or [E7] lazing in the [A] sun 
But when the [A] evening came, there were [D] better ways of [E7] joining in the [A] fun,  
In the [Edim] fun……[B7] [B7] [E7] 
 
Chorus: 
[A] Aunty Alice brought us this, [D] Aunty Alice brought us [A] this 
Not too late, not too soon, [B7] press it in the middle it’ll [E7] play a tune. 
[A] Aunty Alice brought us this, [D] Aunty Alice brought [E7] this 
We got a [A] clock from Uncle [G] Wilber [Edim] force, but [B7] Aunty Alice [E7] brought us 
[B7] Aunty Alice [E7] brought us  
[B7] Aunty Alice [E7] brought us  [A] this [E7] [A]      [A] [E7] [A]    
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